
32. János Kázmér VI garas G.1716 1667 1 db 
33. János Kázmér VI garas G.1718 1668 ldb 
34. János Kázmér VI garas év? 2 db 
35. János Kázmér III garas G.1675. 1662 l d b 
Riga 
36. Gusztáv Adolf poltura 1623 1 db 

(1611-1632) 
Elbing 
37. Gusztáv Adolf poltura 1632 1 db 
38. Gusztáv Adolf poltura 1633 2 db 
39. Gusztáv Adolf poltura év? 1 db 
Brandenburg-Porosz 
40. Georg Wilhelm poltura év? 1 db 

(1619-1640) 

17th CENTURY COIN-HOARD FROM ZUBOGY 

(Summary) 

During archaeological and historical investigations in the Presbyterian church of 
Zubogy a numismatic find consisting of 67 17th century coins has been unearthed. 

Partly they derive from Austrian provinces and Silesia, another part comes from 
Poland and the Baltic area. In time the hoard also can be divided to two groups. The first 
originates from the period of 1619—1633, the second from 1661—1673. 

By the comparative analysis of the finds discovered earlier in the vicinities of 
Zubogy and the present one the following conclusions can be proposed: 

— In the majority of the hoards the percentage of Hungarian small coins (kreutzers, 
denari) is rather trifling. From the middle of the 17th century the Hungarian denari got 
more and more superseded by different kreutzer mints. The find from Zubogy contained 
only one Hungarian denarius. 

— The role of Hungarian money in the small coin circulation had been taken up by 
the kreutzers of different Austrian provinces and other Silesian issuers, and besides by the 
grossi and 1 1/2-grossi of the Polisch Baltic area. The percentage of these two groups in 
the Zubogy find is 21 and 78 percent. 

— The majority of Polish small coins found in Hungary consisted of 1 1/2-grossi 
flushed in during the first half of the 17th century. Polish and Baltic 1 1/2-grossi make 48 
percent of the Zubogy find. In the second half of the 17th century different grossi mints 
were also frequent. In this find they made 30 percent. 

The latest coins of the Zubogy hoard derive from 1673. The coins could had been 
hidden in 1673 or 1674. 

György V. Székely 
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